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Background 

u Digital era is transforming how we reach our target audiences

u Big data makes it easy for us to reach more people and give our audience 
exactly what they want – or what we think they want 

u With users regularly sharing personal data online and web cookies tracking every 
click, marketers have been able to gain unprecedented insight into consumers 
and serve up solutions tailored to their individual needs

u However, many consumers don’t want their information used 

u Study by Princeton University:

u 71% of people do not think it is fair to exchange personal information for the use of 
Wi-Fi in stores at no charge

u 55% of people do not think it is fair for a store they regularly shop at to use 
information it has about them to create a picture that improves the services they 
provide them



Privacy Paradox

u If people are so against data collection, why are they agreeing to it? 

u The nature of the information is the most important factor in determining 
whether individuals will be comfortable with their information being used

u The more intimate the information, the less comfortable people are with others 
knowing it and using it for marketing purposes

u Information flows and “third-party sharing”

u Example: Someone may be comfortable disclosing personal information directly 
(first-person sharing), but they may become uneasy when that information is 
passed along without their knowledge (third-party sharing)

u Study by Harvard Business Review: If people don’t like the way information is 
shared, purchase interest drops

u The challenge: finding a balance between using big data and individual 
information to reach your target audience



u Netflix heavily advertised one of its original Holiday movies last 
year, “A Christmas Prince”

u The snarky tweet got some laughs, but it has also stirred up some 
backlash — and made some of the company's subscribers begin to 
consider just how closely Netflix is watching its users.

u The tweet was clearly meant as a joke, but it didn’t sit well with 
customers who found the message creepy

u “Big Brother” implications

When Personalization in Advertising 
Backfires: Netflix



u “Thanks 2016, It’s Been Weird” global ad campaign

u Used specific information from individuals, but did it to several 
people rather than just targeting one person or small group of 
people

u Repetition and the nature of the message are the key differences 
between Spotify and Netflix here 

Positive Examples of Personalization in 
an Advertisement: Spotify



u Discover Weekly playlist

u Makes a personalized playlist based on other music that you 
listen to

u Allows you to “like” or “dislike” music on the playlist

u Spotify can continue to use that information to make more 
accurate playlists for your individual music taste in the future

u Allowing the user to interact with these personalized playlists 
also makes the user feel more comfortable with the concept 
that behavior on the app is being tracked

u This is because these playlists create a service for users—they 
can easily find new music that they like and don’t have to search 
anything to do so

Positive Examples of Personalization:
Spotify



Positive Examples of Personalization:
Amazon 

u There are no real breach of privacy concerns with Amazon’s personalization model

u This is because it takes information directly related to what the consumer does on 
Amazon.com

u Though it does have access to other cookies and website data from users, Amazon focuses its 
personalization efforts solely on its website

u Personalization of this nature can often lead to unplanned purchases

u Amazon also creates a “top links for you” panel, so users can easily access              
the most frequent things they search for on Amazon



Tips When Using Personalization

u The average online reader loses interest in about 15 seconds, so personalizing 
your mixed media content is an interesting and often effective approach

u Interesting yet time-consuming

u An option to have people click “allow cookies” when traveling to your website 
is simple and effective

u Gives users the opportunity to give explicit permission to use cookies and website 
data 

u In a study of 40,000 people, 99.8% of people allow the use of cookies when visiting 
websites

u Before using big data for personalization efforts—put yourself in the eyes of 
the consumer and ask yourself, “is this effective?”  or bordering on creepy 
and uncomfortable for the consumer 
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